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Abstract: Winnd power is one
o of the mosst promising power
p
industry. Increeased energy and
a
economic efficiency of wind
generators aree the main objeective of their creation.
c
The use
u of
hydromechaniical constant-sppeed drives is a promising line of
development of
o wind energgy. These drivess are designedd for
stepless conveersion of variabble speed on thhe input shaft to
t the
constant speedd on the outputt shaft and its sustaining.
s
Thiss will
get rid of the massive and exxpensive elemeents in the systeem of
energy generaation, reducing its weight and dimension, in order
o
to reduce of thhe producting and
a operating coosts.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
Nowadayss number of world’s resouurces of tradittional
energy resourcces is severely limited.
l
It (this)) will lead to seerious
energy problem
ms in the near future. Alternaative energy sources
such as wind power acquiree a large role inn the situation.. The
total capacity of all turbines in
i the world inccreased 6 times from
2000 to 20099 (http://www.ggwec.net, 20099) and amounteed to
157 GWt (Struube, 2010). Now leaders in reecycling wind power
p
are the U.S. (35 GWt), Germ
many (25.8 GW
Wt) and China (25.1
GWt) (http://w
www.ewea.org, 2007).
Wind turbbines are high--tech systems and the process of
their creationn is full of complex sciencce and engineeering
problems. Creeators of wind generators constantly strugggle to
improve energgy efficiency annd economic insstallations.
The system
m converting mechanical
m
enerrgy of wind turrbines
rotation in too electricity (generation
(
sysstem) is the main
component turrbine and determ
mines its effecttiveness. The syystem
is designed to convert non-constant wind energyy in
conditionally constant
c
electriical energy. The main problem
m and
task of wind energy is thee realization off this process with
maximum effiiciency. The deesign of modernn wind turbine bases
b
on synchronoous generators. They generaate a non-connstant
voltage and non-directly connected
c
to the network. The
alignment of electricity
e
runniing through pow
wer electronicss. But
this electroniccs has some maajor drawbackss: high weight, size,
cost and compplexity.
The designn of the majoriity of wind gennerators on the basis
of synchronouus generators includes a meechanical multtiplier
with 3-4 stagges. The manufacturing of multiplier
m
requires a
high-quality alloys
a
and high--precision surfaace processing. This
problem led to
t the creationn of a system of energy traansfer
without the usse of multiplierr - "direct drivee". This scheme has
one big plus - a minimum off moving parts. But the schem
me has
some drawbaccks. First, the mechanical alignment speed wind
turbine is missing. Secondly, the generator must be very large,
l
as its shaft rootates at a speed of wind turbbines. More reccently
the engineers have proposedd an alternativve design of ennergy
transfer in winnd generators - "multibrid". This
T scheme is based
b
on a single-staage planetary multiplier
m
whichh is located bettween
the wind turbiine shaft and generator
g
shaft. It is importantt that
the medium-ggenerator has acceptable dim
mensions. How
wever
mechanical aliignment of speeed is lacking heere as well.

2. PROPOSED
P
S
SOLUTION
The
T disadvantaages of the optiions considered
d design forcedd
engiineers to find neew and more efffective solution
ns. At the samee
timee reducing com
mplexity, weigght and dimeensions of thee
com
mponents is a baasic condition foor maintaining high efficiencyy
of wind
w
generatorr. The required effect can be
b the use off
hydrromechanical constant-speed ddrive (HMCSD
D). This drive iss
desig
gned for stepleess conversion oof variable speeed on the inputt
shafft in a constantt speed of outpput shaft and itts maintenance..
The output shaft caan be directly cconnected to thee input shaft off
geneerator. Consequuently it providdes an opportun
nity to generatee
a co
onstant voltage. The input shafft can be attach
hed to the shaftt
of wind turbine through onee-speed multip
plier (e.g. inn
"mu
ultibrid" system)).
The
T power parrt consists of innput shaft, 3-staage differentiall
and output shafft which aree connected by kinematicc
transsmissions. In thhe process of w
work, variable to
orque providedd
by th
he wind turbinee is converted inn the constant moment
m
by dintt
of differential.
d
Thiis moment enteers to the shafft of generator..
The executive hyddraulic circuit iis designed forr practicing thee
requ
uired gear-ratioo of the diffferential and for increasee
transsferred momeent. The hydr
draulic circuit includes thee
unreegulated hydrauulic motor and tthe regulated hy
ydraulic pump..
The hydraulic macchines are connnected with ellements of thee
diffeerential. They close
c
the base mechanism an
nd create the 2-streaam hydromechaanical transmisssion. Applicatio
on of hydraulicc
drivee significantlyy improves thee specific pow
wer of a drivee
com
mpared to multii-stage mechannical transmissiions of similarr
size while sustaininng high efficienncy (Babaev et al.,
a 2000).

3. DESIGNING
D
OF HMCSD
D
3.1. Design processs
Creating
C
of HMCSD
H
is bbased on thee Internationall
Scieentific-Educatioonal Center BSTU-FESTO "S
Synergy" of thee
Balttic State Techniical University ((St.-Petersburg, Russia).
The
T HMCSD is a classical mechatronic system,
s
so thee
desig
gn is conductedd with the appliication of concu
urrent design off
mechatronic system
ms. Constructinng a mechanicaal differential iss
the first
f
stage of design. Construcction involved the creation off
cinematic schemees of differenntial, layout of gears andd
deveelopment of 3D
D computer moddel of differenttial. Simulationn
allow
wed optimizingg the layout and minimizin
ng the size off
diffeerential. Designn of hydraulicc circuit execu
uted in parallell
with
h the constructiion of mechanical parts. The circuit consistss
of unregulated
u
axxial piston hyddraulic motor and regulatedd
hydrraulic pump with
w
an inclinedd cylinder blocck. As a resultt
hydrraulic circuit annd a differentiaal were structurrally combinedd
in a single drive.
The
T calculationn of mechanicall and hydraulicc characteristicss
of deeveloped differrential and hydrraulic circuit haas been made inn
the next
n
stage of deesign. The calcculation was peerformed on thee
basis of input dataa: the speed off input shaft mu
ust be changedd
from
m 600 to 1800 rpm,
r
the speed oof ouput shaft should
s
be equall

to 1500 rpm with an accuracy of 4%. The speeds of differential
gears and shaft speeds of regulated hydraulic pump and
unregulated hydraulic motor were determined based on the
calculated gear-ratios. The speed of regulated hydraulic pump
varies in the range from -3000 to 3000 rpm, the speed of
unregulated hydraulic motor varies from 1218 to 3653 rpm. The
parameter of regulating of hydraulic drive (circuit) is calculated
on the basis of speeds values. Its value is in the range from 2.46 to 0.82. The dependence of regulating parameter of input
shaft speed was determined using the method of polynomial
approximation. The calculations of dynamic characteristics of
drives will be calculated at the final stage.

dead-zone reached 9.3% of total operating range. The
electrohydraulic executive unit regulates the angle of
inclination of block cylinders pump. The angle of inclination of
block cylinders is monitored the angle sensor (absolute
encoder). The signal from the sensor allows adjusting and
maintains the angle of inclination of block cylinders in
accordance with the control signal based on the PID algorithm.
The main task of control system is to maintain a constant
speed of output shaft of HMCSD. This system should provide
compensation of dead-zone and volume losses in the regulated
hydraulic pump. The software for control system will be
developed based on the calculated mathematical dependencies.

3.2. Scientific problem
The results analysis of calculation speed of regulated
hydraulic pump has shown that it passes through the dead-zone
speeds. The hydraulic pump changes its direction of rotation
when passing through the zone. The whole flow of fluid into
the pump goes to compensation of fluid leakage at the
boundaries of the zone that leads to the pump stop. It cannot
compensate for leakage inside the zone. Speed on the output
shaft decreases in the period of time when the pump goes
through the dead-zone. This leads to a "failure" of output shaft
speed and, consequently, the rotation speed of generator.
Identify boundaries of dead-zone has compelled the
recalculated speed of unregulated hydraulic motor on the
linearized mathematical model of hydraulic drive. Volume
losses of regulated hydraulic pump during the process of work
were taken into account in this calculation. The dependence of
volume losses on pressure in the pump cavity was found in an
experimental manner and processed with the help of
polynomial approximation.
The generator speed retires beyond the speed limit at a time
when the pump speed in the range from -30 to 50 rpm. But this
calculation does not give the exact values of dead-zone because
some real factors were not included in the formulas. The speed
of output shaft has a value that is lower than the rated speed at
3.2% in the working range and it is valid.
The problem of dead-zone is the subject of a thorough
scientific research. The main issue is the behavior regulated
hydraulic pump at its passing dead-zone. Consequently, the
boundaries of this zone must be defined more precisely.
Methods of overcoming the dead-zones must be developed on
the basis of data. But only a real experiment may provide such
data. The Research stand for conducting this experiment was
established on the basis of the International ScientificEducational Center BSTU-FESTO "Synergy". The stand
consists of a HMCSD, electric motor, combined with hydraulic
drive (simulated wind turbines), and an electric generator.

3.4. Planned research
The experiment on the stand HMCSD will be held in
several stages. The first step is to test the ability of control
system to maintain a constant speed output shaft in the working
speed range with a given accuracy. The next step is to search
for and testing of method of compensation "failure" speed of
drive in the dead-zone in the regulated hydraulic pump. The
experimental data will serve as a way for the formation of its
compensation. This method will be implemented with the help
of designed control system. The final phase of research will be
the identification and correction of accuracy to maintain speed
of drive for the entire speed range input shaft by means of
designed control system.

3.3. Control system
The control system of HMCSD is designed in parallel with
the mechanical and hydraulic parts. The main element of
control system is the industrial controller based on the signal
MCUs Silicon Laboratories (Mikhaylov et al., 2009).
The signals from the rotation sensors (incremental
encoders) of input and output shafts of HMCSD transmitted in
the control system. The control signals are formed depending
on the data signals in accordance with the calculations. In
addition, the system receives signals from pressure sensors.
They are the basis for calculating the adjustment which is
introduced into the control signal. The control signal comes to
electrohydraulic executive unit that regulates the pump. The
electrohydraulic executive unit may be designed on the basis
of: proportional hydraulic distributor with a round valve,
electrohydraulic distributor with a flat valve or electrohydraulic
converter type "nozzle-shutter". The minimum dead-zone of
electrohydraulic executive unit is the main criterion for his
selection. The experiment showed that the electrohydraulic
distributor with a flat valve has the best characteristics. His
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4. EXPECTED RESULTS
The result of design and research work should be a finished
HMCSD in the form mechatronic system. This drive should
provide the required accuracy to maintain speed on the output
shaft in all speed range input shaft. The data of experiments
consider being of high practical value. In the first place they
need for develop ways to compensate the dead zone in the
different types of hydraulic drives. Secondly they form the
basis for a unified approach in designing drives for wind
generators with different capacities. In general this will
significantly improve the efficiency of designed drives and
reduce the cost of their designing and manufacturing.

5. CONCLUSION
The use of hydromechanical constant-speed drives is a
promising line of development of wind energy. This will get rid
of the massive and expensive elements in the system of energy
generation (precision multistage multiplier, rectifier on the
power electronics base), reducing its weight and dimension, in
order to reduce of the producting and operating costs.
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